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Michael was lying on the new sofa, enjoying his life as Carmen painted his nails red. When
he heard the report, he felt his heart clench in fear. Cold sweat dripped down his back as he
hurriedly asked, “Are you sure?! Are you sure it’s three—” Glancing at Carmen, he changed
his question. “What happened to the car?”

The security guard replied, “The car drove off after kicking the dogs out. After that, the dogs
chased after the car for half an hour. And, we chased after the dogs for half an hour too.”

Michael nearly cussed out loud. “So, where is the car now?”

The security guard said, “It ran a red light and disappeared.”

“And the dogs?”

“I brought them back!”

Michael nearly threw up blood. “Why did you bring them back?! Send them away! Hurry and
send them away!”

The security guard replied, “I passed by the madam just now. She took the dogs, saying that
they were hers.”

At the same time, Sophia’s bright voice sounded from outside the door. “Carmen, my baby!
Come and see who just came home!”

Carmen happily went to open the door. As soon as the door opened, three muscular huskies
flew in like a whirlwind. The ground seemed to shake as they rushed toward Michael. He
was instantly surrounded by the dogs as they enthusiastically licked him all over.

Howl. After licking his face, Cash howled piteously as if it had suffered the greatest
grievance in the world. Burying its face in Michael’s arms, its body trembled slightly as it
wept.

Covered in dog spit, Michael was dumbfounded. What’s going on? Who am I? Where am I?



Sophia put her bag down and picked Cash up. Smoothing out its fur and wiping away its
tears, she comforted it. “There; there. That’s a good boy. Don’t cry. I’m glad you made it back
home…”

The dog wept sadly, but Michael felt sadder than the dogs. Damn it, Yard Family! Useless
pieces of trash! Damn you!

Despite all the businesses under the Yard Family, they couldn’t afford to raise three huskies.
Therefore, they hastily returned the dogs to their owner. Probably only somebody like
Sophia, who had an endless supply of money, could afford to raise three huskies.

That night, Callum called again. “Did you receive my express delivery?”

It was nighttime at Bayside City, but it was still morning at Ronney City. Callum was leisurely
drinking a cup of coffee while three alpacas and a pig strolled about in the background.

“Yeah, I received it.” Sophia was applying a clay mask, which made her face look black. Her
face swayed left and right on the screen as she applied the mask. Meanwhile, Michael rolled
his eyes while reading the newspaper on the bed.

Callum put his cup of coffee down and said very seriously, “My two younger brothers
seemed to have become rather intelligent recently. They successfully passed the event
registration and even recruited a large number of big names from the fashion industry! I’m
so worried about you!”

Sophia coldly pointed out his true intentions. “You’re just worried about yourself. If your
younger brothers manage to take hold of the Cethosian market, they will become an even
greater threat to you.” She suddenly felt slightly suspicious. “You know; I’ve interacted with
your two younger brothers. Are you sure you share the same mother?”

She could tell that the two pairs of twins had a completely different approach in how they
did things. Callum and Cade might be hateful, but they were not the universally hated type.
For example, even though they kidnapped her dogs, they returned the dogs to her when they
couldn’t handle them anymore. Moreover, the dogs were also much heavier than before
when they came back. Although they were not good people in the traditional sense, they did
not do anything truly hateful either. Ryan and Henry, on the other hand, were completely evil.
Their methods were outrageously brutal, and they utterly disregarded the development of
their peers. They only cared about their own rampant growth.



Callum smiled. It felt like there was a hidden nuance behind his smile. “That’s because
they’re my younger brothers! Mom has always taught us to be nice to our younger brothers.
We have to give them all the nice things for free. We also have to satisfy them no matter
what. Even if they made a mistake, it was never their intention.”

However, Sophia couldn’t help thinking that those words had a lot of strange points to them.
Why did Anna raise them like that? Is she not afraid of spoiling them rotten? Although she
herself acquiesced to many of Carmen’s bizarre wishes, it was only within an acceptable
range. Whether it was raising a dog or a pig or a chicken, Carmen had to take care of them
herself. She had to participate in trivial everyday chores such as feeding the chickens or
grooming and feeding the dogs. That’s why she did not dare to say anything about raising
more dogs when the three huskies went missing. She knew that dog feces were extremely
stinky!

As a mother, Sophia couldn’t help feeling that there was something fundamentally wrong
with the way Anna raised her sons. Could it be that she was trying to emulate the Jar of
Poison technique where only the strongest survives? Did she want her sons to kill each
other off and make the last surviving son the head of the Yard Family?

“I’m hanging up.” Sophia prepared to hang up.

Callum immediately said, “No, don’t! I have something serious to ask you… I can’t beat the
‘Forgotten Valley’ dungeon in ‘Swordsman Game’. How did you beat that dungeon?”

She frowned. “You’re still playing online games?”

He said, “Why? Can’t I?”

Normally, only blue-collar and white-collar workers, or students played online games. I can’t
believe Callum plays online games too. He’s a ‘diamond-collar worker’! I’m sure he’s busy
with work all day long! How can such a delicate boy like him play such a violent game? “I
can’t explain it well. Since I’m going to go online in a bit, why don’t I show you instead?”

“Sure.”

A short while later, Sophia and Callum were playing games together. When Michael came
back after washing the facial mask off his face, he saw her cursing over the mike while she
was gaming. “You noob! Even my son can play better than you! I told you to hide behind me
until your mana recovers to 70% before joining the fight again! Why are you so stupid?!”



Michael was puzzled. How is she playing games with Callum so happily? Didn’t she say she
wanted to strangle those twins to death? Still, he understood her feelings. She had too many
things on her plate recently, so she was under a lot of stress. When her stress level
increased, she needed to find something exciting to vent out her stress.

Lying on the bed, he teased her coquettishly. He wanted to do something more exciting and
entertaining than gaming. However, she didn’t even spare him a glance as she focused on
her game. Besides, he had spent the entire morning filling up all the holes in the garden
today. Unfortunately, the three dumb huskies dug up all the holes again the moment they
came back. He was quite tired after laboring the day away. He initially wanted to tease and
seduce Sophia but inadvertently fell asleep.

Sophia was playing the game while yelling insults. After a while, she turned around and saw
that Michael had fallen asleep. Thus, she hurriedly grabbed her laptop and went to her study
to continue playing.

Inside the game, Callum suddenly said, “After you and Daniel taught my two younger
brothers a lesson, the psychic grandmaster was detained for a few days. They have been
preparing to cast a curse on you for the past two days.”

A curse? She nearly died laughing. “What era is the Yard Family living in? A curse? Are they
going to draw circles to curse me?”

Callum felt that it was rather crazy too. However, his men had reported that Ryan and Henry
were planning to set up an altar tonight and use dark magic to cast a curse on Sophia.

The Yard Family’s psychic grandmaster was carrying out a ritual on the rooftop of the
Ronney Group’s office building in Cethos. A strand of Sophia’s hair had been placed on the
altar. Meanwhile, Ryan and Henry dripped a bit of their blood on the spell. The grandmaster
wanted to use the Dragon Blood flowing in their veins to control Sophia while casting a
curse on her to suck away at her life and vitality until she dropped dead.

To be honest, Henry did not believe in such hocus pocus. However, now that Billy had died in
a foreign country, the employees at the company were panicking and claiming that they
were being haunted. Therefore, he had no choice but to do something to calm them down.
He had invited most of the core staff within the company to witness the ritual. The
company’s core staff mostly consisted of foreigners, including some Cethosians that were
born and raised overseas.



Almost none of them were recruited locally from Bayside City. Hence, the only Cethosians
present were Sandra and the crew she brought with her. Everybody watched as the Yard
Family’s grandmaster sang and danced in front of the altar like a shaman. Their hearts were
pounding wildly as they wondered: Will this really work?
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Henry had been bragging about the psychic grandmaster and praising the grandmaster to
the moon and back. He also claimed that the grandmaster could be traced back to the Yard
Dynasty thousands of years ago. The ‘grandmaster’ title had been passed down from
generation to generation, and the grandmaster’s powers were boundless. As long as the
grandmaster used his powers, Sophia and her party members would be completely wiped
out, all the ghosts and monsters would have to retreat, and the Ronney Group would quickly
return to normal.

However, the employees were very doubtful. Will this really work?

The ritual went smoothly. Using Sophia’s hair as a guide, the grandmaster used the Yard
Family’s Dragon Blood to write a magic spell that would suppress her vitality. In the future,
she would never threaten the Ronney Group again!

“Bow to the heavens!” The psychic grandmaster’s voice rang out like a huge bell. He took
the lead and knelt on the ground, bowing in the direction of the altar. The Yard twins
followed suit, and the rest of the employees followed their example. The core staff of the
Ronney Group, as well as several other employees, paid their respects in unison. It was quite
a spectacular affair.

“Again!” Everybody bowed again.

“Again!” They bowed again.



The employees that did not understand Cethosian culture seemed to be confused while
those that understood were feeling ashamed. All of a sudden, they smelled gunpowder in
the air. A firecracker flew from somewhere and landed on the altar.

Boom! The firecracker blew up on the altar. The animal offerings, the spell, and everything
else on the altar exploded. Pork and beef were scattered everywhere, and the Ronney
Group’s employees were so scared that they fled while screaming.

Shocked, Henry left the rooftop under the protection of his bodyguards. He had wanted to
calm the people’s hearts, but they were now more distraught than before. It seemed as if
Sophia and the JNS Group had reached a point where they could no longer be suppressed
by the Dragon Blood. After this fiasco, the entire company was shrouded in greater panic.
The Ronney Group was going down! Even the psychic grandmaster could do nothing!

The ritual had failed and the rooftop was a complete mess. Subsequently, the psychic
grandmaster was caught and dragged to Henry for questioning. “Speak! Were you the one
who secretly sabotaged the ritual?!”

Somebody had thrown a firecracker at the altar while everybody was kneeling, which led to
the ensuing commotion. Standing in front of the altar, the grandmaster was in the perfect
position to do that!

Looking at Henry’s savage expression, the grandmaster began to tremble. “I wouldn’t dare,
Young Master Henry!”

Henry interrupted him furiously, “Who else, if not you?!”

The grandmaster was so scared that he prostrated himself. “I don’t know either… It was
perfect! Something must have gone wrong! Somebody must have sabotaged the ritual!”

“Believe me; I’m going to throw you off the roof! I’ll make sure you die painfully!” Henry
exploded violently. His emotions were out of control, and he was like a wild beast.

The ritual had failed. Contrary to his intentions, it terrified the people in the company even
more. Henry dragged the fifty-year-old psychic grandmaster to the window and held him out
of the window. It was a steep drop to the ground from the glass window. Therefore, the
grandmaster was so scared that he cried and begged. “It really wasn’t me!”



Unfortunately, Henry did not believe those words. Gripping the grandmaster’s neck tightly,
his nails tore into the grandmaster’s skin. His eyes were bulging out of his sockets, and he
had completely lost control of himself.

“That’s enough!” Ryan stopped Henry in the nick of time. “There are surveillance cameras on
the rooftop. I’m sure we’ll catch the culprit!”

Unfortunately, the surveillance cameras on the rooftop had been turned off. As this was
supposed to be a superstitious activity, Henry did not want to leave any evidence of the
ritual that could make people’s tongues wag. Therefore, he had turned the surveillance
cameras off. I can’t believe that somebody took advantage of that loophole! He was so
furious that his veins were bulging. It felt as if there was a cannibalistic beast inside him
that could jump out at any time. Then, he suddenly thought of somebody. “It must be his
doing!”

At that moment, Sophia was battling inside the Swordsman Game. She was carrying Callum
and Cade while fighting monsters. These two are complete noobs! I’ve never met such
noobs before!

All of a sudden, Callum said, “Excuse me, I need to answer this call.”

He paused his game and answered the call. However, he did not turn off his mike. Moreover,
he left his phone on loudspeaker… as if he deliberately wanted Sophia to listen in on the
conversation. Thus, Sophia perked up her ears and listened to the sounds coming from his
side. The first thing she heard was an angry roar; that person had lost all control of his
emotions. “You were behind the firecracker thrown at the altar, right?! You did it on purpose!
You’re afraid that I might take hold of the Cethosian market and affect your standing in the
Yard Family! You… are such a schemer!”

Sophia could not tell whether it was Henry or Ryan. Aside from the color of their hair, she
could not find another aspect to differentiate between the two of them. Based on voice
alone, they were even more indistinguishable. Callum seemed extremely surprised after
listening to the rant. Then, he looked worried and confused. “Altar? Firecracker? Henry, what
are you talking about?”

Sophia nearly burst into laughter. So, Henry really did set up an altar to cast a curse on me!
Moreover, Callum threw a firecracker at the altar?! Not bad; not bad. If it were me, I would
have done the same thing!



Henry sneered and nearly grounded his teeth to dust. “Who else could it be but you?! My
beloved elder brother… do you think I wouldn’t know about what you did?”

Callum clicked his tongue and pretentiously said, “Although I don’t know what happened, it
seems like you did something you shouldn’t have done, Henry. How many times have I told
you before? Cethos is different from other countries. If you want to integrate yourself into
Cethos, you must first understand their laws and regulations—”

“That’s enough!” Henry coldly cut off his sentence. “I don’t need advice from you. Who do
you think you are?!”

In return, Callum pretended to be angry. “Since you won’t listen to my advice, then I can only
give you a stern warning as your elder brother. Back when you vowed to take control of the
Cethosian market, Cade and I provided you with the resources and money that you wanted. I
gave you everything you wanted! If you still can’t produce results, then go back to school
and study for a few more years.” After that, he rudely hung up and continued playing his
game.

On the other side of the phone, Sophia finally spoke up. “Wow; are you not going to confess
to your crime?”

He continued playing his game as he replied, “What crime? All I did was ask somebody to
throw a firecracker.”

Listening to him, she found it rather strange. It seemed like Callum had placed many of his
men around his two younger brothers to act as his eyes and ears. “You’re pretty amazing to
place spies among Henry’s men. So, why won’t you make a move yourself? Could it be that
you can’t bear to do it yourself?”

His smile stiffened slightly. A long while passed before he quietly replied, “Mom has taught
me this since I was young: ‘On the path to greatness, even family can be sacrificed’. What
are two younger brothers?” The main reason is that we still don’t have complete control over
the Yard Family right now…

Sophia hurriedly interjected, “Shh. Don’t say that out loud; Cade is listening!”

However, Callum didn’t seem to mind. “Don’t worry. That’s what Mom taught him too.”

“You’re weird.” Sophia could not understand their family and the way they did things at all.



After she finished playing her game, she left her study and went back to the bedroom to
sleep. When Carmen heard Sophia moving about, she ran out of her room. Hugging a small
frog plushie, she pouted cutely and said, “Mommy, I want to sleep with you.”

Sophia happily picked Carmen up and went into the bedroom. Then, she placed Carmen on
the bed between her and Michael. Michael was sleeping deeply. Even so, he noticed the two
of them coming in. Rolling over, he held Carmen in his arms as he slept. Sophia studied her
husband and her daughter, a tender and loving emotion washing over her. On the path to
greatness, even family can be sacrificed? Bah! Some people might be willing to sacrifice
their families for the sake of power and wealth. But, I only want my family and the people I
love to be safe and sound. I have to forge ahead bravely and fearlessly for the sake of my
happiness!
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In the middle of the night, the psychic grandmaster and his two sons were cleaning up the
mess at the altar on the rooftop of the Ronney Group’s office building. Now that the
grandmaster had messed up the ritual, Henry was sure to kick them out of the Yard Family.

However, the grandmaster was not convinced that he was at fault. My clan has always
acted as the Yard Family’s psychic grandmasters. We were extremely powerful in the past,
so why are my powers not working? Then, he searched for the leftover blood from Ryan and
Henry that had yet to be used as well as a strand of Sophia’s hair. He wanted to redo the
ritual. Preparing the altar again, he stood before it like a madman with disheveled hair. If it
fails again this time… That can only mean that the end of the Yard Family is nigh! Nothing
can save them anymore. If so, the meaning behind my existence as their psychic
grandmaster will be gone too…

On the 32nd floor of the Ronney Group’s office building, Henry was pacing about anxiously.
It was late at night, yet even the 32nd floor was not spared the pervasive smell of barbecue
coming from downstairs—the magnificent Ronney Group building smelled of barbecue.

Was it Callum and Cade? To be honest, Henry wasn’t sure either. Still, he was very familiar
with his two elder brothers’ capabilities and methods. All four of them were twins, and he
too wanted to become the head of the Yard Family. Therefore, he had always been



competing against them as rivals. Since we were young, Ryan and I have considered Callum
and Cade to be enemies we needed to surpass. Would they let us breathe easy? While he
was mulling over those thoughts, the smell of barbecue coming from downstairs penetrated
his senses. It seriously impacted his ability to think. “Why is the barbecue stand downstairs
still open?!”

Ryan replied, “We can’t chase them off. The city management authorities have gone off
work. If we mobilize our private forces and things get out of hand, it will reflect very badly on
us.”

Not long ago, they sent their security guards out to chase those people away. The incident
unexpectedly turned into a large-scale security incident, and nearly forced the company to
close its doors for self-inspection.

If only this were not Cethos… and this was my private turf; who would dare to set up a stall
on my private territory?! “One day, I’m going to make it so that they can never run wild within
my territory again!” Henry said viciously. At that moment, something black fell from above. It
flew past the 32nd-floor window where he was standing like a shooting star and continued
hurtling down toward the ground without pause—the psychic grandmaster had committed
suicide by jumping off the building! Moreover, he fell directly onto the barbecue stand and
died on the spot. The dead grandmaster lying in a pool of blood frightened the barbecue
stall so badly that they fled several miles away. After that incident, nobody dared to set up a
stall near the Ronney Group’s building for quite some time.

Before the sun rose again the next day, the suicide incident at the Ronney Group’s office
building had spread across the entire Bayside City. Various short video clips were circulating
on the internet. In the age of the internet, the suicide at the Ronney Group could not be kept
under wraps no matter how hard they tried to sweep it under the rug. Once again, Henry and
Ryan were taken to the police station to aid in the investigation. The entrance of the Ronney
Group’s office building was cordoned off by the police, and the company was forced to shut
down for several days. Somebody had died in the building; combined with the rumors from a
while back, none of the employees dared to turn up for work. Besides, the employees were
already feeling uneasy in the first place. That was why Henry had brought in the
grandmaster to soothe their fears. Contrary to his expectations, the grandmaster had killed
himself instead. The Ronney Group was finished! Even the psychic grandmaster was dead!

In Ronney City, Callum had just finished his lunch. He was preparing to attend a meeting
after playing with the pig. To his surprise, his spy hidden in the Ronney Group sent him a
message: ‘The psychic grandmaster fell to his death. No idea who the perpetrator is.’



He frowned. The grandmaster is dead? Could it be Sophia? Killing the grandmaster now will
certainly muddy the waters. I wonder if Henry can remain in control of the situation and
keep it under wraps now that somebody from the Ronney Group, a foreign enterprise, has
died. I’m guessing he won’t be able to hold on for long. Sophia will probably take the chance
to strike again and get rid of those twins while she’s at it!

Callum held no affection for the psychic grandmaster. However, that grandmaster had
devoted his entire life to the Yard Family. Even if he did not produce results, he still worked
hard for them… Callum felt that the grandmaster’s death was a shame, but he had nothing
much to say about it aside from that. In the struggle for power, human lives are nothing but
cannon fodder.

In Bayside City, Sophia heard the news about the death of the Ronney Group’s grandmaster
in the morning. The office building of the Ronney Group’s headquarters must be at least
forty stories. Falling to one’s death from the rooftop… That’s really cruel… I wonder who did
it? Did the Yard twins throw the grandmaster off the building in a fit of rage because the
ritual failed and they couldn’t cast a lethal curse on me? Or, did Callum take the opportunity
to frame his younger brothers? In any case, Henry and Ryan are goners. Somebody died.
Moreover, it happened during the busiest time of the night. I wonder how much panic the
sudden death caused?

Later, Sophia asked somebody to go to the police station to ask about the incident and soon
received an answer. According to the statements given by the grandmaster’s sons, the
grandmaster reportedly committed suicide by jumping off the building. That night, they were
undoubtedly performing a ritual to cast a lethal curse on Sophia at the rooftop of the
building. During the first attempt, somebody had thrown a firecracker at the altar and
disrupted the ritual. During the second attempt, the grandmaster carried out the ritual again
before going insane all of a sudden. Crying and laughing at the same time, he yelled, “The
heavens have abandoned the Yard Family!” Then, he jumped off the building.

The police were rather doubtful about the grandmaster’s ‘suicide’ incident. There were no
witnesses, videos, or audio recordings of the incident. Moreover, the grandmaster’s neck
was bruised from being strangled. Based on the marks, they were made by Henry.

On the other hand, Henry said nothing whatsoever while waiting for his lawyer to arrive. At
present, there was no evidence of him murdering the grandmaster. In the same vein, there
was no evidence to prove his innocence either. Therefore, the police couldn’t do anything to
him.



Callum had been paying close attention to the news in Cethos. After he caught up on the
latest news, he immediately called Sophia. “This trick of yours is truly wonderful! Using the
death of the grandmaster, you completely destroyed the favorability Henry had built up with
great difficulty. There’s no evidence to prove him guilty, but there’s no evidence to prove him
innocent either. That’s the most amazing part of it all! Despite knowing that he is the
murderer, the police can do nothing! Not bad; they will definitely suffer in the future.”

On the contrary, Sophia became puzzled. “Weren’t you behind the grandmaster’s death?”

He frowned. “I thought it was you.”

Thus, both of them were bewildered.

If neither one of us did it, then who did? Could it be Michael or Cooper? But, they would have
told me if they were the ones behind it. In the end, this incident turned into an unresolved
case. However, Sophia couldn’t be bothered to investigate the incident since it had nothing
to do with her.

Meanwhile, Callum was very sensitive about the issue. If it wasn’t Sophia’s doing, then that
could mean that a fourth party had entered the fray and was secretly stirring up the waters.
Therefore, he quickly obtained a surveillance recording of the incident. Since Henry was
afraid that somebody would gain ammunition against him for doing something like that, he
did not dare to set up any surveillance cameras. Unfortunately, he could not prevent Callum
from gathering evidence of the incident; Callum had sent somebody to secretly set up a
pinhole camera in advance to record the entire incident.

In the video, the grandmaster’s hair was in disarray, and he looked like a lunatic. He was
using Henry and Ryan’s blood as ink as he drew a magic spell on some blank talismans. He
wanted to use the strength of the Dragon Blood to curse Sophia to death. However, the
soul-suppressing charm spontaneously burst into flames mid-way through the ritual!
Looking at the soul-suppressing charm in disbelief, he suddenly burst out into insane
laughter. “The heavens have abandoned the Yard Family! The heavens have abandoned the
Yard Family!” After saying that, he dashed out of the pinhole camera’s view, and his sons
immediately ran after him. What happened after that remained unknown. Callum did not
know if the grandmaster had committed suicide or if his sons had pushed him off the
building…
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Scowling fiercely, Callum stared at the soul-suppressing charm that spontaneously burst
into flames in the video. He did not believe in the existence of supernatural powers. He was
certain that somebody had done something to the talisman. For example, it could have been
dusted with white phosphorus, which would spontaneously combust when it came into
contact with air. That would create a supernatural atmosphere to fool others into believing
it.

But, why would that person do that? Do they want the ritual to fail in front of everybody?
However, they probably did not expect me to hire somebody to throw a firecracker at the
altar. Did that disrupt and foil their plans? Is that why they killed the grandmaster? To make
the incident bigger? Besides, who could it be? It’s obvious that they have infiltrated the
Ronney Group. What is their purpose? Is it Sophia?

Callum could not figure it out. Still, a death had occurred at the Ronney Group. As a
consequence of that incident, the Ronney Fashion Week that finally received approval from
the authorities became a pipe dream again. The authorities rescinded the event application,
and the Ronney Group was forced to shut down for several days to rectify and improve their
company policies.

In the end, Henry finally managed to get himself out of the mess with the help of his best
lawyer. However, this incident had come as a huge and unexpected blow to him—so much
so that even the event had been bungled. For some reason, he blamed it all on Sophia. If it’s
not Sophia, then it’s Callum and Cade! It’s also possible that they’re working together! Damn
it; Callum and Cade should just die! They are only a few years older anyway! What’s so great
about being the eldest son?! Mom promised Ryan and me that the entire Ronney Group
would belong to us! Callum and Cade are just temporary placeholders working on our
behalf! Ryan and I are the true future kings of the Ronney Group!

Anna was holding General in her arms as she watched the snow in the Royal Garden of the
Ronney Palace. Looking at the scenery in front of her, she felt extremely melancholic. The
Yard Family had brought their entire heritage over to Ronney City—even this Royal Garden
was an exact copy of the Royal Garden of the Imperial Palace. Still, she couldn’t help feeling
that the scenery here was not as beautiful as the one in Bayside City.

After going back to Cethos, she finally understood what homesickness felt like. The Yard
Family originated from Cethos. Moreover, she grew up in Cethos until she was found and



taken back into the family at the age of 20. Although she had lost all her memories from
before she was 20, she subconsciously resisted trying to recall those memories… It was
probably very painful and filled with sad memories. Since it’s painful, I should just forget
them.

Over the years, she had subconsciously avoided thinking about those suppressed
memories. However, she started dreaming about something this year. She dreamt that she
was in terrible pain as something tore through her body and slid out of her. There were two
of them. They felt soft and hot, and they were moving too… It felt like two babies!
Unfortunately, the doctor told her that she suffered from stunted growth. Although she had
her ovaries, she did not have a womb. So, it was impossible for her to bear children. Even
her biological sons were birthed through a surrogate mother. Having never experienced the
feeling of giving birth before, she always felt incomplete as a mother. But, in that dream… it
felt like I was giving birth. Moreover, it felt very realistic—it felt like it really happened! Could
those dreams be due to my yearning?

All of a sudden, she wanted to go back to Cethos again. She wanted to see the scenery in
Cethos, eat her fill of Cethosian dishes, and meet somebody in Cethos. But, I don’t even
know who it is that I want to meet. She had never felt this feeling before. It appeared
suddenly after her return to Cethos and had been growing stronger and stronger ever since.

“Mother.” All of a sudden, Callum walked over to the pavilion Anna was sitting at as she
watched the snow.

Anna wearily opened her eyes and said, “Drop the formalities; nobody else is here.”

He glanced about his surroundings, then the dignified mask disappeared instantly. He
walked over briskly and sat down. Just like how a normal son would act when he came
home, he called out, “Mom!”

Her gaze was soft as she studied her son with gentle eyes. Then, she replied softly, “Hmm.”

He happily said, “As expected, Henry and Ryan have messed up the Fashion Week. It looks
like we won’t be able to hold the Ronney Fashion Week in Cethos. I should take over the
Fashion Week again. The spring/summer collection cannot be delayed because of them.”

She smiled coldly. “It’s only for one season. No matter how heavy the losses, we’ll be able to
bear it. Leave it to your two younger brothers; let them act as freely as they want. The bigger
the losses they incur, the better.” The worse those two idiots are, the brighter my sons shine



in comparison. They truly are that b*tch’s children. Their despicable and disgusting nature
cannot be concealed. They will never be able to compare with my sons!

A baby alpaca playfully pranced around Anna. Afraid that it might be cold, Callum had put a
pink padded jacket on it. Then, Anna patted its head and said, “They belong to other people.
You should return them after playing with them for a few days.”

Callum smiled. “I’ll send them back after the New Year’s.”

The New Year’s… Those words flashed across her mind. They sounded very familiar yet very
strange at the same time—it felt both cold yet warm. Although Ronney City celebrated New
Year’s every year, it was far from the festive atmosphere found in Cethos. She suddenly
wanted to return to Cethos to celebrate New Year’s; she wanted to see the neon lights that
covered the sky…

It was rather busy before New Year’s. Therefore, Sophia would play games to destress
whenever she had some free time. Callum and Cade were always online too. “Hey, my hubby
is going to be featured in my self-published pets luxury goods magazine soon. Hurry up and
send my pig back to me. You can steal it back after the photo shoot.”

I can steal it back after the photoshoot? Callum found her words rather amusing. So, he
deliberately teased her. “Hmm? Isn’t it a pet magazine? Why would your husband be
featured in it?”

She sounded upset as she said, “Everybody who watched ‘Where Are We Going, Dad?’
knows that we raise a pig at home. Besides, I started many social media accounts in its
name, which garnered over a million followers. Since you f*cking stole my pig, I have not
been able to update those social media accounts in quite a while now—so much so that the
fans are starting to wonder if I butchered it for the New Year’s. Since my husband is going to
be featured in the magazine, the pig will be too. So, hurry up and return it to me. I’ll give you
a god-tier sword in return.”

Callum was rendered speechless by her words. Similarly, Michael rolled his eyes while
playing games with her. The pig was stolen; why would they return it?

Unexpectedly, the Yard Family actually returned the pig. On one early morning, a pig cage
appeared at the entrance to the residential area. Inside the cage was a noble and graceful
pig wearing a pair of golden pants. When Sophia received the ‘express delivery’ from the
Yard Family, she called Callum and said, “I’ve received the pig. It’ll be at the magazine studio



the day after tomorrow for the photoshoot. Estimate the time yourself. You can secretly
steal the pig back once we’re done with the photoshoot.”

Callum said, “Okay!”

Michael was speechless.

discovered that the Yard Family had kept it so well-groomed that it was a peerless
beauty—so much so that it could go to the studio directly without her doing anything. Wow;
the Yard Family even made my pig beautiful for me!

During this time, Sophia reorganized the various domestic fashion influences and
established the Bayside City Fashion Association. She also successively acquired several
fashion brands and fashion magazines. At the same time, she designed cosmetics,
clothing, perfumes, jewelry, and pet luxury goods. She had Kenny, a big shot in the fashion
industry, on her side. Meanwhile, Russell, who brought his business back to Cethos recently,
had formed a deep cooperative partnership with her. Moreover, the Yard Family’s Fashion
Week was ruined by the death of the grandmaster. Everything was going well for her. Thus,
she was ready to put on a great show.

My Dreamy Old Husband Chapter 1165

Michael, who hated appearing in magazines, was caught and forced to appear in magazines
recently. Moreover, he had to suffer through a variety of topless and seductive poses for the
cover page photos. However, Sophia’s request was even more outrageous this time—he had
to bring the pig along with him too.

After the second season of ‘Where Are We Going, Dad?’ aired, the whole country knew that
he had adopted the pig chosen by God. In one episode of ‘Where Are We Going, Dad?’, they
even filmed him in his house. As a result, everybody discovered how many pets he had at
home, and he was instantly labeled as the ‘Rich Zookeeper’.

As New Year’s was just around the corner, everybody was preparing their knives to butcher
their pigs. On that note, Sophia’s plump and healthy pig had been missing for some time.



The fans were starting to worry and would check in on the pig’s whereabouts from time to
time.

Therefore, Michael not only had to take a photo with the pig but also receive an interview
about his experience raising a pig. My experience?! Do you want me to talk about
postpartum care for sows?! What do you mean by caring for the pig? Justin will personally
butcher the pig as soon as it’s brought back! I would rather tell the fans about my
experience in making cured meat and sausages! However, this was a pet luxury goods
magazine—he did not dare to do that. I feel aggrieved! Extremely aggrieved!

Unfortunately, Sophia was watching him intently. He had no choice but to awkwardly finish
the interview with the reporter. Fortunately, he somehow bluffed his way through it. After the
interview, he and the pig took a rest while she hurriedly went to check the results of the
interview.

He was emotionally exhausted at this point. Marrying my wife is equivalent to marrying a
zoo! I shouldn’t have listened to Daniel’s deceitful words back then. I shouldn’t have gotten
greedy just because Sophia was beautiful. What was I thinking… High quality but cheap? A
one-off purchase that comes with no baggage? Can be returned at any time? Lies! My wife
and my daughter are great. However, my father-in-law is too troublesome. She also has a
whole bunch of meddling relatives and a hostile younger brother.

Although the pig was back, Michael couldn’t wait for it to be stolen away again. Sure
enough; it was stolen again two days after it was returned.

In Ronney City, Callum sent the pig back to Cethos for its magazine interview then quickly
brought it back again. It was going to be the New Year’s in two months, so he gave the pig a
new hairstyle and dyed its fur in an auspicious color. He planned to spend the New Year’s
with it.

Having grown up in the Yard Family, Calum and Cade had to deal with suspicion and
betrayal all the time. They went through a lot and bore too many burdens just to survive to
this day. Therefore, they no longer believed in humans and would rather raise a pet. Raising
a pig was great—at the very least, it would never lie. They were having a lot of fun as they
dyed its fur with their own hands. All of a sudden, a servant came over and reported, “Mr.
Edwards is here.”

Upon hearing those words, the siblings’ expressions changed drastically. Why is Jordan
here?



Jordan was a mysterious existence within the Yard Family. He was the real power holder of
the Yard Family and held full control over the authority the Yard Family wielded. Anna was
nothing but his spokesperson. Under normal circumstances, he rarely appeared at the
Ronney Palace as Anna was only a small part of his harem. He had many other women and
children besides her. Despite his many children, Callum and Cade, as well as Henry and
Ryan, were the only twins. They had the right to the inheritance of the Yard Family and were
highly favored by him.

Naturally, there were others among Jordan’s many wives that had also given birth to twins
before. Wanting to receive a share of the pie, they all ended up dead. Anna would never
allow anybody else’s children to threaten her territory. Unfortunately, Henry and Ryan were
loved by Jordan and well-protected by their mother—so much so that she had never had the
opportunity to get rid of them. But, it was different now.

Callum and Cade soon appeared in front of Jordan. They were neatly dressed as they
respectfully greeted him. “Father.”

Mere moments ago, they were dressed in shorts and slippers while playing with the pig in
the back garden. Upon hearing that their father was here, they became neatly and
meticulously dressed in a blink of an eye. It was as if they were going to meet a superior,
rather than their father.

Jordan went straight to the point as soon as he arrived. “Were you behind the grandmaster’s
death?”

His gaze was sharp and he studied his two sons. At some point, these two sons of his had
gotten more and more difficult to control. It made him keenly aware that he was old. He was
approaching 60. On the other hand, these two were at their prime. They would completely
replace him soon. When he learned of the grandmaster’s death, he immediately knew that it
was their doing.

In response, Callum and Cade exchanged a glance with each other. Then, they replied
bemusedly, “Father, we don’t know about it either. We only received the news about the
grandmaster’s death two days ago.”

Jordan stared at them while they spoke. His sharp gaze felt as if he was trying to pierce
right into their souls; it carried such a powerful aura that it made one feel as if they were
suffocating. However, Callum and Cade endured many similar gazes since they were young.
They could now remain calm and impassive under that gaze. Besides, they truly did not do
anything to the grandmaster. They were innocent.



“Was it really not your doing?” Jordan expressed his doubts. He did not trust anybody, not
even his own sons. Needless to say, his sons were not completely aligned with him either.

Callum suddenly spoke up in a slightly profound tone. “The grandmaster used Henry and
Ryan’s blood to make a soul-suppressing charm. I wonder if something went wrong with the
ritual. It might have shocked the grandmaster so badly that he jumped off the building. After
all, the grandmaster’s two sons claimed that he jumped down by himself.”

Although he did not believe in the metaphysical, it was no secret that Jordan’s other two
sons were not part of the Imperial Yard Family lineage. From a metaphysical perspective,
they were fake dragons and fake Dragon Blood would surely have failed to suppress
demons.

Cade also lazily joined in, saying, “The grandmaster had some scratch marks on his neck.
Perhaps, they failed to control themselves and pushed him down the building when the
ritual failed. It’s just one person anyway. They only need to use some money to cover it up,
just like they always have in the past.”

In the past, Henry and Ryan had behaved in the same way, running wild and doing as they
pleased. They were regulars of the Devil Island, a place said to be outside the law—a hunting
ground for the powerful. Moreover, what they hunted were not beasts but humans.

Many people, who were about to die, would go to Devil Island and volunteer themselves as
prey, receiving a large sum of money in return. As prey, they would be hunted by the nobles
for entertainment. If they managed to evade for a period, they would receive another sum of
money and obtain their freedom. If they died, they died. More importantly, their deaths were
completely legal—one could pay to kill legally on Devil Island. At the tender age of 20, Henry
and Ryan were not just regulars at the Devil Island, but they were already VIP platinum
members…

Even now, Callum and Cade could not figure out who was behind the grandmaster’s death.
Perhaps, it truly was Henry or Ryan who lost control of themselves and killed the
grandmaster in a fit of rage. After all, murder was nothing to them.

Jordan was silent. He probably believed what they said. Compared to his elder sons, his
younger sons were far too lawless. I can’t believe they dared to kill in Bayside City. Bayside
City is not a place they can run wild in! Sigh; I can only blame myself for spoiling them when
they were younger. That’s why they grew up so aloof.



After that, Jordan finally left in a hurry. Callum got up to send him off, the warmth in his eyes
disappearing as soon as Jordan left. What is he going to do? Don’t tell me; is he going to
Cethos to help Ryan and Henry take over the Cethosian market himself? If that’s the case,
he’s going to leave Ronney City…


